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AbstratOne reurring problem in program development is that of understanding how to re-use odedeveloped by a third party. In the ontext of (onstraint) logi programming, part of thisproblem redues to �guring out how to query a program. If the logi program does not omewith any doumentation, then the programmer is fored to either experiment with queries inan ad ho fashion or trae the ontrol-ow of the program (bakward) to infer the modes inwhih a prediate must be alled so as to avoid an instantiation error. This paper presents anabstrat interpretation sheme that automates the latter tehnique. The analysis presented inthis paper an infer moding properties whih if satis�ed by the initial query, ome with theguarantee that the program and query an never generate any moding or instantiation errors.Other appliations of the analysis are disussed. The paper explains how abstrat domains withertain omputational properties (they ondense) an be used to trae ontrol-ow bakward(right-to-left) to infer useful properties of initial queries. A orretness argument is presentedand an implementation is reported.
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1 IntrodutionThe myth of the lonely logi programmer writing a program in isolation is just that: a myth.Appliations (and appliation omponents) are usually implemented and maintained by a team.One onsequene of this is a signi�ant proportion of the program development e�ort is devotedto understanding ode developed by another. One advantage of (onstraint) logi programs forsoftware development is that their delarative nature makes them less opaque than, say, C++programs. One disadvantage of logi programs over C++ programs, however, is that the signature(argument types) of a prediate do not ompletely speify how the prediate should be invoked. Inpartiular, a all to a prediate from an unexpeted ontext may generate an error if an argument ofthe all is insuÆiently instantiated (even if the program and query are well-typed). This is beauselogi programs ontain builtins and alls to these builtins often impose moding requirements onthe query. If the program is developed by another programmer, it may not be lear how to querya prediate so as to avoid an instantiation error. In these irumstanes, the programmer willoften resort to a trial and error tati in their searh for an initial all mode. This an be bothfrustrating and tedious and, of ourse, annot guarantee overage of all the program exeutionpaths. This paper presents an analysis for inferring moding properties whih, if satis�ed by theinitial query, ensure that the program does not generate instantiation errors. Of ourse, it does notmean that the inferred all has the form exatly intended by the original programmer { no analysisan do that { the analysis just reovers mode information. Nevertheless, this is a useful �rst stepin understanding the ode developed by another.The problem of inferring initial queries whih do not lead to instantiation errors is an instaneof the more general problem of deduing how to all a program so that it onforms to some desiredproperty, for example, alls to builtins do not error, the program terminates, or alls to builtinsbehave preditably. The bakward analysis presented in this paper is designed to infer onditionson the query whih, if satis�ed, guarantee that resulting derivations satisfy a property suh asone of those above. Spei�ally, the analysis framework an be instantiated to solve the followinganalysis problems:� Builtins and library funtions an behave unpreditably when alled with in�nite rationaltrees. For example, the query ?- X = X + X, Y is X will not terminate in SICStus Prologbeause the arithmeti operator expets its input to be a �nite tree rather than an in�niterational tree. Moreover, the standard term ordering of Prolog does not lift to rational trees,so the builtin sort an behave unpreditably when sorting rational trees. These problems (andrelated problems with builtins) motivate the use of dependeny analysis for traking whihterms are de�nitely �nite [3℄. The basi idea is to desribe the onstraint x = f(x1; : : : ; xn)by the Boolean funtion x, ^ni=1xi whih enodes that x is bound to a �nite tree i� eah xiis bound to a �nite tree. Although not proposed in the ontext of bakward analysis [3℄, theframework proposed in this paper an be instantiated with a �nite tree dependeny domainto infer �niteness properties on the query whih, if satis�ed, guarantee that builtins are notalled with problemati arguments.� Termination inferene is the problem of inferring initial modes for a query that, if satis�ed,ensure that a logi program terminates. This problem generalises termination heking whihveri�es program termination for a lass of queries spei�ed by a given mode. Terminationinferene dates bak to [29℄ but it has been reently observed [17℄ that the missing link betweentermination heking and termination inferene is bakward analysis. A termination infereneanalyser is reported in [17℄ omposed from two omponents: a standard termination heker[8℄ and the bakward analysis desribed in this paper. The resulting analyser is similar to the2



TI analyser of [30℄ { the main di�erene is its design as two existing blak-box omponentswhih, aording to [17℄, simpli�es the formal justi�ation and implementation.� Mode analysis is useful for implementing p programs. In partiular [12℄ explains howvarious low-level optimisations, suh as returning output values in registers, an be appliedif goals an be sheduled left-to-right without suspension. If the guards of the prediates arere-interpreted as moding requirements, then the bakward mode analysis an infer suÆientonditions for avoiding deadlok under left-to-right sheduling. The analysis presented in thispaper thus has appliations outside program development.To summarise, the analysis presented in this paper an dedue properties of the all whih, ifsatis�ed, guarantee that resulting derivations ful�ll some desired property. The analysis is unusualin that it applies lower approximation (see 2.4.1) as well as upper approximation (see 2.3.1); it isformulated in terms of a greatest �xpoint alulation (see 2.4) as well as least �xpoint alulation(see 2.3); the analysis also imposes some unusual restritions on the abstrat domain (see 2.4.6).1.1 Bakward analysisBakward analysis has been applied extensively in funtional programming in, among other things,projetion analysis [38℄, stream stritness analysis [22℄, inverse image analysis [14℄, et. By reasoningabout the ontext of a funtion appliation, these analyses an identify opportunities for eagerevaluation that are missed by (forward) stritness analysis as proposed by [31℄. Furthermore,bakward reasoning on imperative programs dates bak to the early days of stati analysis [9℄. Byway of ontrast, bakward analysis has been rarely applied in logi programming. One notableexeption is the demand analysis of [11℄. This analysis infers the degree of instantiation neessaryfor the guards of a onurrent onstraint program (p) to redue. It is a loal analysis thatdoes not onsider the possible suspension of body alls. This analysis detets those (uni-modal)prediates whih an be implemented with speialised suspension mahinery. A more elaboratebakward analysis for p is presented by [15℄. This demand analysis infers how muh input isneessary for a proedure to generate a ertain amount of output. This information is useful foradding synhronisation (ask) onstraints to a proedure to delay exeution and thereby inreasegrain size, and yet not introdue deadlok. (Setion 7 provides more extensive and reetive reviewof the related work.)1.2 ContributionsOur work is quite di�erent. As far as we are aware, it is unique in that it fouses on the bakwardanalysis of (onstraint) logi programs with left-to-right sheduling. Spei�ally, our work makesthe following pratial and theoretial ontributions:� it shows how to ompute an initial mode of a prediate whih is safe in that if a query isat least as instantiated as the inferred mode, the exeution is guaranteed to be free frominstantiation errors. The modes inferred are often disjuntive, sometimes surprising and, forthe small prediates that we veri�ed by hand, appear to be optimal.� it spei�es a pratial algorithm for alulating initial modes that is straightforward to imple-ment in that it redues to two bottom-up �xpoint alulations. Furthermore, this bakwardanalysis problem annot be solved with any existing abstrat interpretation mahinery.� to the best our knowledge, it is the �rst time domains that are losed under Heyting omple-tion [21℄, or equivalently are ondensing [27℄, have been applied to bakward analysis. Put3



another way, our work adds redene to the belief that ondensation is an important propertyin the analysis of logi programs.The �nal point requires some unpaking. Condensation was originally proposed in [26℄, thougharguably the simplest statement of this property [27℄ is for downward losed domains suh asPos [1℄ and the Pos-like type dependeny domains [7℄. Suppose that f : X ! X is an abstratoperation on a downward losed domain X equipped with an operation ^ that mimis uni�ation oronstraint solving. X is ondensing i� x^f(y) = f(x^y) for all x; y 2 X. Hene, if X is ondensing,x^ f(true) = f(x) where true represents the weakest abstrat onstraint. More exatly, if f(true)represents the result of the goal-independent analysis, and f(x) the result of the goal-dependentone with an initial onstraint x, then the equivalene f(x) = x ^ f(true) enables goal-dependentanalysis to be performed in a goal-independent way without loss of preision. This, in turn, ansimplify the implementation of an analyser [1℄. Beause of this, domain re�nement mahinery hasbeen devised to enrih a domain with new elements to obtain the desired ondensing property [21℄.It turns out that it is always possible to systematially design a ondensing domain for a givendownward losed property [21℄[Theorem 8.2℄ by applying Heyting ompletion. Conversely, undersome reasonable hypotheses, all ondensing domains an be reonstruted by Heyting ompletion[21℄[Theorem 8.3℄. One onsequene of this is that ondensing domains ome equipped with a(pseudo-omplement) operator and this turns out to be an operation that is important in bakwardanalysis. To summarise, mahinery has been developed to synthesise ondensing domains andondensing domains provide operations suitable for bakward analysis.1.3 Organisation of the paperThe rest of the paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 introdues the key ideas of the paper inan informal way through a worked example. Setion 3 introdues the neessary preliminaries forthe formal setions that follow. Setion 4 presents an operational semantis for onstraint logiprograms with assertions in whih the set of program states is augmented by a speial error state.Setion 5 develops a semantis whih omputes those initial states that annot lead to the errorstate. The semantis de�nes a framework for bakward analysis and formally argues orretness.Setion 6 desribes an instantiation of the framework for mode analysis. Setion 7 reviews therelated work and setion 8 onludes. Muh of the formal mahinery is borrowed diretly from[19, 21℄ and in partiular the reader is referred to [19℄ for proofs of the semanti results statedin setion 3 (albeit presented in a slightly di�erent form). To aid ontinuity in the paper, theremaining proofs are relegated to appendix A.
2 Worked example2.1 Basi omponentsThis setion informally presents an abstrat interpretation sheme whih infers how to query agiven prediate so as to avoid run-time moding errors. In other words, the analysis dedues modingproperties of the all that, if satis�ed, guarantee that resulting derivations annot enounter aninstantiation error. To illustrate, onsider the Quiksort program listed in the left olumn of�gure 1. This is the �rst ingredient of the analysis: the input program. The seond ingredient isan abstrat domain whih, in this ase, is Pos. Pos is the domain of positive Boolean funtions,that is, the set of funtions f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g suh that f(1; : : : ; 1) = 1. Hene x_ y 2 Pos sine1 _ 1 = 1 but :x 62 Pos sine :1 = 0. Pos is augmented with the bottom element 0 with 1 being
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the top element. The domain is ordered by entailment j= and, in this example, will be used torepresent grounding dependenies.Pos omes equipped with the logial operations: onjuntion ^, disjuntion _, impliation )(and thus bi-impliation ,). Conjuntion is used to onjoin the information from di�erent bodyatoms, while disjuntion is used to ombine the information from di�erent lauses. Conjuntion anddisjuntion, in turn, enable two projetion operators to be de�ned: 9x(f) = f [x 7! 0℄ _ f [x 7! 1℄and 8x(f) = f 0 if f 0 2 Pos otherwise 8x(f) = 0 where f 0 = f [x 7! 0℄^f [x 7! 1℄. Note that althoughf [x 7! 0℄ _ f [x 7! 1℄ 2 Pos for all f 2 Pos it does not follow that f [x 7! 0℄ ^ f [x 7! 1℄ 2 Pos forall f 2 Pos. Indeed, (x ( y)[x 7! 0℄ ^ (x ( y)[x 7! 1℄ = :y. Both operators are used to projetout the body variables that are not in the head of a lause. Spei�ally, these operators eliminatethe variable x from the formula f . They are dual in the sense that 8x(f) j= f j= 9x(f). These arethe basi omponents of the analysis.2.2 Normalisation and abstrationThe analysis omponents are assembled in two steps. The �rst is a bottom-up analysis for suesspatterns, that is, a bottom-up analysis whih infers the groundness dependenies whih are knownto be reated by eah prediate regardless of the alling pattern. This step is a least �xpoint(lfp) alulation. The seond step is a bottom-up analysis for input modes (the objetive of theanalysis). This step is a greatest �xpoint (gfp) omputation. To simplify both steps, the programis put into a form in whih the arguments of head and body atoms are distint variables. This givesthe normalised program listed in the entre olumn of �gure 1. This program is then abstratedby replaing eah Herbrand onstraint x = f(x1; : : : ; xn) with a formula x, ^ni=1xi that desribesits grounding dependeny. This gives the abstrat program listed in the right olumn of �gure 1.The formula 1 in the assertion represents true whereas the formulae gi that appear in the abstratprogram are as follows:g1 = t1 ^ (t2 , s)g2 = t1 , (m ^ xs) ^ t3 , (m ^ r)g3 = t1 ^ t2 ^ t3 g4 = t1 , (x ^ xs) ^ t2 , (x ^ l)g5 = t1 , (x ^ xs) ^ t2 , (x ^ h)g6 = m ^ xBuiltins that our in the soure, suh as the tests =< and >, are handled by augmenting theabstrat program with fresh prediates, =<0 and >0, whih express the grounding behaviour ofthe builtins. The � symbol separates an assertion (the required mode) from another Pos formuladesribing the grounding behaviour of a suessful all to the builtin (the suess mode). Forexample, the formula g6 left of � in the =<0 lause asserts that the =< test will error if its �rsttwo arguments are not ground, whereas the g6 right of � desribes the state that holds if the testsueeds. These formulae do not oinide for all builtins (see Table 1). For quiksort, the only non-trivial assertions arise from builtins. This would hange if the programmer introdued assertionsfor veri�ation [32℄.2.3 Least �xpoint alulationAn iterative algorithm is used to ompute the lfp and thereby haraterise the suess patternsof the program. A suess pattern is a pair onsisting of an atom with distint variables forarguments paired with a Pos formula over those variables. Renaming and equality of formulaeindue an equivalene between suess patterns whih is needed to detet the �xpoint. The patternshp(u;w; v); u ^ (w , v)i and hp(x1; x2; x3); (x3 , x2) ^ x1i, for example, are onsidered to beidential: both express the same inter-argument groundness dependenies. Eah iteration produesa set of suess patterns: at most one pair for eah prediate in the program.5



qs([℄, s, s).qs([mjxs℄, s, t) :-pt(xs;m; l; h),qs(l, s, [mjr℄),qs(h, r, t).pt([℄, , [℄, [℄).pt([xjxs℄, m, [xjl℄, h) :-m =< x,pt(xs;m; l; h).pt([xjxs℄, m, l, [xjh℄) :-m > x,pt(xs;m; l; h).

qs(t1; s; t2) :-t1 = [℄, t2 = s.qs(t1; s; t) :-t1 = [mjxs℄,t3 = [mjr℄,pt(xs;m; l; h),qs(l; s; t3),qs(h; r; t).pt(t1; ; t2; t3) :-t1 = [℄,t2 = [℄, t3 = [℄.pt(t1;m; t2; h) :-t1 = [xjxs℄,t2 = [xjl℄,m =< xpt(xs;m; l; h).pt(t1;m; l; t2) :-t1 = [xjxs℄,t2 = [xjh℄,m > x,pt(xs;m; l; h).

qs(t1; s; t2) :-1 � g1.qs(t1; s; t) :-1 � g2,pt(xs;m; l; h),qs(l; s; t3),qs(h; r; t).pt(t1; ; t2; t3) :-1 � g3.pt(t1;m; t2; h) :-1 � g4,=<'(m, x),pt(xs;m; l; h).pt(t1;m; l; t2) :-1 � g5,>'(m, x),pt(xs;m; l; h).=<'(m, x) :- g6 � g6.>'(m, x) :- g6 � g6.
Figure 1: Quiksort: raw, normalised and abstrated
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2.3.1 Upper approximation of suess patternsA suess pattern reords an inter-argument groundness dependeny that desribes the bindinge�ets of exeuting a prediate. If hp(~x); fi orretly desribes the prediate p, and g holds wheneverf holds, then hp(~x); gi also orretly desribes p. Suess patterns an thus be approximated fromabove without ompromising orretness.Iteration is performed in a bottom-up fashion and ommenes with F0 = ;. Fj+1 is omputedfrom Fj by onsidering eah lause p(~x) d � f; p1(~x1); : : : ; pn(~xn) in turn. Initially Fj+1 = ;. Thesuess pattern formulae fi for the n body atoms are onjoined with f to obtain g = f ^ ^ni=1fi.Variables not present in p(~x), Y say, are then eliminated from g by omputing g0 = 9Y (g) (weakeningg) where 9fy1:::yng(g) = 9y1(: : : 9yn(g)). Weakening g does not ompromise orretness beausesuess patterns an be safety approximated from above.2.3.2 Weakening upper approximationsIf Fj+1 already ontains a pattern of the form hp(~x); g00i, then this pattern is replaed with hp(~x); g0_g00i, otherwise Fj+1 is revised to inlude hp(~x); g0i. Thus the suess patterns beome progressivelyweaker on eah iteration. Again, orretness is preserved beause suess patterns an be safetyapproximated from above.2.3.3 Least �xpoint alulation for QuiksortFor brevity, let ~u = hx1; x2i, ~v = hx1; x2; x3i and ~w = hx1; x2; x3; x4i. Then the lfp for the abstratedQuiksort program is obtained (and heked) in the following 3 iterations:
F1 = 8>><>>:

hqs(~v); x1 ^ (x2 , x3)ihpt(~w); x1 ^ x3 ^ x4ih=<0(~u); x1 ^ x2ih>0(~u); x1 ^ x2i
9>>=>>; F2 = 8>><>>:

hqs(~v); x2 , (x1 ^ x3)ihpt(~w); x1 ^ x3 ^ x4ih=<0(~u); x1 ^ x2ih>0(~u); x1 ^ x2i
9>>=>>;

Finally, F3 = F2. The spae of suess patterns forms a omplete lattie whih ensures that a lfp(a most preision solution) exists. The iterative proess will always terminate sine the spae is�nite and hene the number of times eah suess pattern an be updated is also �nite. Moreover,it will onverge onto the lfp sine iteration ommenes with the bottom element F0 = ;.Observe that F2, the lfp, faithfully desribes the grounding behaviour of quiksort: a qs goalwill ground its seond argument if it is alled with its �rst and third arguments already groundand vie versa. Note that assertions are not onsidered in the lfp alulation.2.4 Greatest �xpoint alulationA bottom-up strategy is used to ompute a gfp and thereby haraterise the safe all patterns ofthe program. A safe all pattern desribes queries that do not violate the assertions. A all patternhas the same form as a suess pattern (so there is one all pattern per prediate rather than oneper lause). One starts with assuming no all auses an error and then heks this assumption byreasoning bakwards over all lauses. If an assertion is violated, the set of safe all patterns forthe involved prediate is strengthened (made smaller), and the whole proess is repeated until theassumptions turn out to be valid (the gfp is reahed).
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2.4.1 Lower approximation of safe all patternsIteration ommenes with D0 = fhp(~x); 1i j p 2 �g where � is the set of prediate symbols ourringin the program. An iterative algorithm inrementally strengthens the all pattern formulae untilthey only desribe queries whih lead to omputations that satisfy the assertions. Note that allpatterns desribe a subset (rather than a superset) of those queries whih are safe. Call patternsare thus lower approximations in ontrast to suess patterns whih are upper approximations. Putanother way, if hp(~x); gi orretly desribes some safe all patterns of p, and g holds whenever fholds, then hp(~x); fi also orretly desribes some safe all patterns of p. Call patterns an thus beapproximated from below without ompromising orretness (but not from above).Dk+1 is omputed from Dk by onsidering eah p(~x) d � f; p1(~x1); : : : ; pn(~xn) in turn andalulating a formula that haraterises its safe alling modes. Initially set Dk+1 = Dk. A safealling mode is alulated by propagating moding requirements right-to-left by repeated appliationof the logial operator ). More exatly, let fi denote the suess pattern formula for pi(~xi) in thepreviously omputed lfp and let di denote the all pattern formula for pi(~xi) in Dk. Set en+1 = 1and then ompute ei = di ^ (fi ) ei+1) for 1 � i � n. Eah ei desribes a safe alling mode for theompound goal pi(~xi); : : : ; pn(~xn).2.4.2 Intuition and explanationThe intuition behind the symbolism is that di represents the demand that is already known forpi(~xi) not to error whereas ei is di possibly strengthened with extra demand so as to ensure thatthe sub-goal pi+1(~xi+1); : : : ; pn(~xn) also does not error when exeuted immediately after pi(~xi).Put another way, anything larger than di may possibly ause an error when exeuting pi(~xi) andanything larger than ei may possibly ause an error when exeuting pi(~xi); : : : ; pn(~xn).The basi indutive step in the analysis is to ompute an ei whih ensures that pi(~xi); : : : ; pn(~xn)does not error, given di and ei+1 whih respetively ensure that pi(~xi) and pi+1(~xi+1); : : : ; pn(~xn)do not error. This step translates a demand after the all to pi(~xi) into a demand before the allto pi(~xi). The tati is to set en+1 = 1 and then ompute ei = di ^ (fi ) ei+1) for i � n. Thistati is best explained by unfolding the de�nitions of en, then en�1, then en�2, and so on. Thisreverse ordering reets the order in whih the ei are omputed; the ei are omputed whilst walkingbakward aross the lause. Any alling mode is safe for the empty goal and hene en+1 = 1. Notethat en = dn ^ (fn ) en+1) = dn ^ (:fn _ 1) = dn. Hene en represents a safe alling mode for thegoal pn(~xn).Observe that ei should not be larger than di, otherwise an error may our while exeut-ing pi(~xi). Observe too that if pi(~xi); : : : ; pn(~xn) is alled with a mode desribed by di, thenpi+1(~xi+1); : : : ; pn(~xn) is alled with a mode desribed by (di ^ fi) sine fi desribes the suesspatterns of pi(~xi). The mode (di ^ fi) may satisfy the ei+1 demand. If it does not, then theminimal extra demand is added to (di ^ fi) so as to satisfy ei+1. This minimal extra demand is((di ^ fi)) ei+1) { the weakest mode that, in onjuntion with (di ^ fi), ensures that ei+1 holds.Put another way, ((di ^ fi)) ei+1) = _ff 2 Pos j (di ^ fi) ^ f j= ei+1g.Combining the requirements to satisfy pi(~xi) and then pi+1(~xi+1); : : : ; pn(~xn), givesei = di ^ ((di ^ fi)) ei+1) whih redues to ei = di ^ (fi ) ei+1) and orresponds to the ta-ti used in the basi indutive step.2.4.3 Pseudo-omplementThis step of alulating the weakest mode that when onjoined with di ^ fi implies ei+1, is thevery heart of the analysis. Setting ei = 0 would trivially ahieve safety, but ei should be as weak
8



as possible to maximise the lass of safe queries inferred. For Pos, omputing the weakest eiredues to applying the) operator, but more generally, this step amounts to applying the pseudo-omplement operator. The pseudo-omplement operator (if it exists for a given abstrat domain)takes, as input, two abstrations and returns, as output, the weakest abstration whose onjuntionwith the �rst input abstration is at least as strong as the seond input abstration. If the domaindid not possess a pseudo-omplement, then there is not always a unique weakest abstration (whoseonjuntion with one given abstration is at least as strong as another given abstration).To see this, onsider the domain Def [1℄ whih does not possess a pseudo-omplement. Def isthe sub-lass of Pos that is de�nite [1℄. This means that Def has the speial property that eahof its Boolean funtions an be expressed as a (possibly empty) onjuntion of propositional Hornlauses. As with Pos, Def is assumed to be augmented with the bottom element 0. Def an thusrepresent the grounding dependenies x ^ y, x, x, y, y, x( y, x) y, 0 and 1 but not x _ y.Suppose that di ^ fi = (x , y) and ei+1 = (x ^ y). Then onjoining x with di ^ fi would be atleast as strong as ei+1 and symmetrially onjoining y with di ^ fi would be at least as strong asei+1. However, Def does not ontain a Boolean funtion stritly weaker than both x and y, namelyx _ y, whose onjuntion with di ^ fi is at least as strong as ei+1. Thus setting ei = x or ei = ywould be safe but setting ei = (x _ y) is prohibited beause x _ y falls outside Def . Moreover,setting ei = 0 would loose an unaeptable degree of preision. A hoie would thus have to bemade between setting ei = x and ei = y in some arbitrary fashion, so there would be no lear tatifor maximising preision.Returning to the ompound goal pi(~xi); : : : ; pn(~xn), a all desribed by the mode di^((di^fi))ei+1) is thus suÆient to ensure that neither pi(~xi) nor the sub-goal pi+1(~xi+1); : : : ; pn(~xn) error.Sine di ^ ((di ^ fi)) ei+1) = di ^ (fi ) ei+1) = ei it follows that pi(~xi); : : : ; pn(~xn) will not errorif its all is desribed by ei. In partiular, it follows that e1 desribes a safe alling mode for thebody atoms of the lause p(~x) d � f; p1(~x1); : : : ; pn(~xn).The next step is to alulate g = d ^ (f ) e1). The abstration f desribes the groundingbehaviour of the Herbrand onstraint added to the store prior to exeuting the body atoms. Thus(f ) e1) desribes the weakest mode that, in onjuntion with f , ensures that e1 holds, and henethe body atoms are alled safely. Hene d ^ (f ) e1) represents the weakest demand that bothsatis�es the body atoms and the assertion d. One subtlety whih relates to the abstration proess,is that d is required to be a lower-approximation of the assertion whereas f is required to be anupper-approximation of the onstraint. Put another way, if the mode d desribes the binding onthe store, then the (onrete) assertion is satis�ed, whereas if the (onrete) onstraint is addedto the store, then the store is desribed by the mode f . Table 1 details how to abstrat variousbuiltins for groundness for a delarative subset of ISO Prolog.2.4.4 Strengthening lower approximationsVariables not present in p(~x), Y say, are then eliminated by g0 = 8Y (g) (strengthening g) where8fy1:::yng(g) = 8y1(: : : 8yn(g)). A safe alling mode for this partiular lause is then given by g0.Eliminating variables from g by strengthening g is unusual and initially appears strange. Reall,however, that all patterns an be approximated from below without ompromising orretness (butnot from above). In partiular the standard projetion tati of omputing 9fy1:::yng(g) would resultin an upper approximation of g that possibly desribes a larger set of onrete all patterns whihwould be inorret. The diretion of approximation thus ditates that eliminating the variables Yfrom g must strengthen g. Indeed, g holds whenever 8yi(g) holds and therefore g holds whenever8fy1:::yng(g) holds as required.Dk+1 will ontain a all pattern hp(~x); g00i and, assuming g0 ^ g00 6= g00, this is updated with
9



hp(~x); g0 ^ g00i. Thus the all patterns beome progressively stronger on eah iteration. Corretnessis preserved beause all patterns an be safely approximated from below. The spae of all pat-terns forms a omplete lattie whih ensures that a gfp exists. In fat, beause all patterns areapproximated from below, the gfp is the most preise solution, and therefore the desired solution.(This ontrasts to the norm in logi program analysis where approximation is from above and thelfp is the most preise solution). Moreover, sine the spae of all patterns is �nite, terminationis assured. In fat, the sheme will onverge onto the gfp sine iteration ommenes with the topelement D0 = fhp(~x); 1i j p 2 �g.2.4.5 Greatest �xpoint alulation for QuiksortUnder this proedure Quiksort generates the following Dk sequene:
D0 = 8>><>>:

hqs(~v); 1ihpt(~w); 1ih=<0(~u); 1ih>0(~u); 1i
9>>=>>; D1 = 8>><>>:

hqs(~v); 1ihpt(~w); 1ih=<0(~u); x1 ^ x2ih>0(~u); x1 ^ x2i
9>>=>>;

D2 = 8>><>>:
hqs(~v); 1ihpt(~w); x2 ^ (x1 _ (x3 ^ x4))ih=<0(~u); x1 ^ x2ih>0(~u); x1 ^ x2i

9>>=>>; D3 = 8>><>>:
hqs(~v); x1ihpt(~w); x2 ^ (x1 _ (x3 ^ x4))ih=<0(~u); x1 ^ x2ih>0(~u); x1 ^ x2i

9>>=>>;These alulations are non-trivial so onsider how D2 is obtained from D1 by applying the lausept(t1;m; t2; h) : �1 � g4;=<0 (m;x); pt(xs;m; l; h). The following ei and g formulae are generated:e3 = 1e2 = 1 ^ ((xs ^ l ^ h)) 1) = 1e1 = (m ^ x) ^ ((m ^ x)) 1) = m ^ xg = 1 ^ (((t1 , x ^ xs) ^ (t2 , x ^ l))) (m ^ x))To haraterise those pt(t1;m; t2; h) alls whih are safe, it is neessary to ompute a funtion g0on the variables t1;m; t2; h whih, if satis�ed by the mode of a all, ensures that g is satis�ed bythe mode of the all. Put another way, it is neessary to eliminate the variables x; xs and l from g(those variables whih do not our in the head pt(t1;m; t2; h)) to strengthen g obtain a funtiong0 suh that g holds whenever g0 holds. This is aomplished by alulating g0 = 8l8xs8x(g). Firstonsider the omputation of 8x(g):g[x 7! 0℄ = (((t1 , x ^ xs) ^ (t2 , x ^ l))) (m ^ x))[x 7! 0℄= ((t1 , 0 ^ xs) ^ (t2 , 0 ^ l))) (m ^ 0)= (:t1 ^ :t2)) 0= t1 _ t2g[x 7! 1℄ = (((t1 , x ^ xs) ^ (t2 , x ^ l))) (m ^ x))[x 7! 1℄= ((t1 , xs) ^ (t2 , l))) mSine g[x 7! 0℄ ^ g[x 7! 1℄ 2 Pos it follows that:8x(g) = (((t1 , xs) ^ (t2 , l))) m) ^ (t1 _ t2)(otherwise 8x(g) would be set to 0). Eliminating the other variables in a similar way we obtain:8xs8x(g) = ((t2 , l)) m) ^ (t1 _ t2)g0 = 8l8xs8x(g) = m ^ (t1 _ t2)10



Observe that if 8l8xs8x(g) holds then g holds. Thus if the mode of a all satis�es g0 then the modealso satis�es g as required. This lause thus yields the all pattern hpt(~w); x2^ (x1_x3)i. Similarlythe �rst and third lauses ontribute the patterns hpt(~w); 1i and hpt(~w) x2^ (x1_x4)i. Observealso that 1 ^ (x2 ^ (x1 _ x3)) ^ (x2 ^ (x1 _ x4)) = x2 ^ (x1 _ (x3 ^ x4))whih gives the �nal all pattern formula for pt(~w) in D2. The gfp is reahed at D3 sine D4 = D3.The gfp often expresses elaborate alling modes, for example, it states that pt(~w) annot generatean instantiation error (nor any prediate that it alls) if it is alled with its seond, third and fourthargument ground. This is a surprising result whih suggests that the analysis an infer informationthat might be normally missed by a programmer.2.4.6 Restritions posed by the frameworkThe hief omputational requirement of the analysis is that the input domain is equipped with apseudo-omplement operation. As already mentioned, it is always possible to systematially designa domain with this operator [21℄ and any domain that is known to be ondensing (see setion 1.2)omes equipped with this operator. Currently, however, there are only a few domains with apseudo-omplement. Indeed, the domain desribed in [7℄ appears to be unique in that it is the onlytype domain that is ondensing. This is the main limitation of the bakward analysis desribed inthis paper.Pos is downward-losed in the sense that if a funtion f desribes a substitutions, then falso desribes all substitutions less general than the substitution. The type domain of [7℄ is alsodownward-losed. It does not follow, however, that a domain equipped with a pseudo-omplementoperation is neessarily downward-losed. Heyting ompletion, the domain re�nement tehniqueused to onstrut pseudo-omplement, an be moved to linear impliation [20℄, though the mahin-ery is more ompliated. However, it is likely, that in the short term tratable ondensing domainswill ontinue to be downward-losed. In fat, onstruting tratable downward-losed ondensingdomains is a topi within itself.
3 Preliminaries3.1 Basi ConeptsSets and sequenes Let N denote the set of non-negative integers. The powerset of S is denoted}(S). The empty sequene is denoted � and S? denotes the set of (possibly empty) sequenes whoseelements are drawn from S. Sequene onatenation is denoted � and the length of a sequene sis jsj. Furthermore, let s0 = � and sn = s � sn�1 where n 2 N . If n 2 N and s 2 N ? thenmax(n � s) = max(n;max(s)) where max(�) = 0.Orderings A pre-order on a set S is a binary relation v that is reexive and transitive. Apartial order on a set S is a pre-order that is anti-symmetri. A poset hS;vi is a partial order ona set S. If hS;vi is a poset, then C � S is a hain i� a v b or b v a for all a; b 2 C. A meetsemi-lattie hL;v;ui is a poset hL;vi suh that the meet (greatest lower bound) ufx; yg existsfor all x; y 2 L. A omplete lattie is a poset hL;vi suh that the meet uX and the join tX(least upper bound) exist for all X � L. Top and bottom are respetively de�ned by > = u; and? = t;. A omplete lattie is denoted hL;v;u;t;>;?i. Let hS;vi be a pre-order. If X � S then#(X) = fy 2 S j 9x 2 X:y v xg. If x 2 S then #(x) = #(fxg). The set of order-ideals of S, denoted
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}#(S), is de�ned by }#(S) = fX � S j X = #(X)g. Observe that h}#(S);�;[;\; S; ;i is a ompletelattie.An algebrai struture is a pair hS;Qi where S is a non-empty set and Q is olletion of n-aryoperations f : Sn ! S where n 2 N . Let hS;vi and hS0;v0i be posets and hS;Qi and hS0;Q0ialgebrai strutures suh that Q = ffi j i 2 Ig and Q0 = ff 0i j i 2 Ig for an index set I. Then � :S ! S0 is a semi-morphism between hS;Qi and hS0;Q0i i� �(fi(s1; : : : ; sn)) v f 0i(�(s1); : : : ; �(sn))for all hs1; : : : ; sni 2 Sn and i 2 I.Funtions and �xpoints Let f : A! B. Then dom(f) denotes the domain of f and if C � Athen f(C) = ff() j  2 Cg. Furthermore, od(f) = f(dom(f)). Let hL;v;t;ui and hL0;v0;t0;u0ibe omplete latties. The map f : L ! L0 is additive i� f(tX) = t0f(X) for all X � L; fis ontinuous i� f(tC) = t0f(C) for all hains C � L; f is o-ontinuous i� f(uC) = u0f(C)for all hains C � L and f is monotoni i� f(x) v0 f(y) for all x v y. Let x v y. If f isontinuous then f(y) = f(x t y) = t0ff(x); f(y)g and thus f(x) v0 f(y). If f is o-ontinuousthen f(x) = f(x u y) = u0ff(x); f(y)g and thus f(x) v0 f(y). Both ontinuity and o-ontinuitythus imply monotoniity. If f : L ! L, then f is idempotent i� f(x) = f2(x) for all x 2 L andf is extensive i� x v f(x) for all x 2 L. The Knaster-Tarski theorem states that any monotoneoperator f : L! L on a omplete lattie hL;v;t;u;>;?i admit both greatest and least �xpointsthat are haraterised by gfp(f) = tfx 2 L j x v f(x)g and lfp(f) = ufx 2 L j f(x) v xg. If fis o-ontinuous then gfp(f) = un2N fn(>) and dually if f is ontinuous then lfp(f) = tn2N fn(?).ffn(>) j n 2 N g and ffn(?) j n 2 N g are, respetively, the lower and upper Kleene iterationsequenes of f .Galois insertions and losure operators If hS;vi and hS0;v0i are posets and� : S ! S0 and  : S0 ! S are monotoni maps suh that 8x 2 S:x v (�(x)) and 8x0 2S0:�((x0)) v0 x0, then the quadruple hS; ; S0; �i is a Galois onnetion between S and S0. Inother words, � is the lower (or left) adjoint of  and  is the upper (or right) adjoint of �. If, inaddition, 8x0 2 S0:x0 v0 �((x0)), then hS; ; S0; �i is a Galois insertion between S and S0. Theoperator � : L! L on a omplete lattie hL;vi is a losure operator i� � is monotoni, idempotentand extensive. The set of losure operators on L is denoted uo(L). The image set �(L) of a losureoperator � is a omplete lattie with respet to v. A Galois insertion hL; ; L0; �i between theomplete latties L and L0 de�nes the losure operator � =  Æ �. Conversely, a losure opera-tor � : L ! L on the omplete lattie hL;v;ti de�nes the Galois insertion hL; id; �(L); �i whereid denotes identity. Galois insertions and losure operators are thus isomorphi, though losureoperators are typially more suint and hene used in this paper.Substitutions Let Sub denote the set of (idempotent) substitutions and let Ren denote the setof (bijetive) renaming substitutions.3.2 Cylindri onstraint systemsLet V denote a (denumerable) universe of variables and let C denote a onstraint system over V .An algebra hC;�;
; 1; f9xgx2V ; fdx;ygx;y2V i is a semi-ylindri onstraint system i� hC;�;
i isa meet semi-lattie with a top 1; 9x is a family of (unary) ylindri�ation operations suh that:� 9x(), 9x()� 9x(0) if � 0, 9x(
 9x(0)) = 9x()
 9x(0); and dx;y is a family of (onstant)diagonalisation operations suh that: dx;x = 1, dx;y = 9z(dx;z 
 dz;y) and dx;y 
 9x(
 dx;y)�  ifx 6= y. Cylindri�ation aptures the onept of projeting out a variable (and is useful in modelingvariables that go out of sope) whereas diagonalisation aptures the notion of an alias between two12



variables (and is useful in modeling parameter passing). (The reader is referred to [19℄ for furtherdetails on ylindri onstraint systems and their appliation in abstrat interpretation.)Example 3.1 An equation e is a pair (s = t) where s and t are terms. A �nite onjuntion ofequations is denoted E and Eqn denotes the set of �nite onjuntions of equations. Let eqn(�) =fx = t j x 7! t 2 �g and unify(E) = f� 2 Sub j 8(s = t) 2 E:�(s) = �(t)g. Eqn is pre-orderedby entailment E1 � E2 i� unify(E1) � unify(E2) and quotiented by E1 � E2 i� E1 � E2 andE2�E1. This gives the meet semi-lattie hEqn=�;�;
i with a top 1 where onjuntion is de�ned[E1℄�
 [E2℄� = [E1[E2℄� and 1 = [;℄�. Let mgu(E) = f� 2 unify(E) j 8� 2 unify(E) : eqn(�)�eqn(�)g. Finally, let dx;y = [fx = yg℄� and de�ne projet out by 9x([E℄�) = [eqn(fy 7! t 2 � jx 6= yg)℄� if � 2 mgu(E). Otherwise, if mgu(E) = ;, de�ne 9x([E℄�) = [fa = bg℄� where a andb are distint onstant symbols. Then hEqn=�;�;
; 1; f9xgx2V ; fdx;ygx;y2V i is a semi-ylindrionstraint system.An algebra hC;�;�;
; 1; 0; f9xgx2V ; fdx;ygx;y2V i that extends a semi-ylindri onstraint systemto a omplete lattie hC;�;�;
; 1; 0i is a ylindri onstraint system. A semi-ylindri onstraintsystem an be lifted to a ylindri onstraint system via a power-domain onstrution. In partiularh}#(C);�;[;\; C; ;, f90xgx2V , fd0x;ygx;y2V i is a ylindri onstraint system where 90x(C) = #(f9x() j 2 Cg) and d0x;y = #(dx;y).Example 3.2 The semi-ylindri system of example 3.1 an be lifted to the ylindri systemh}#(Eqn);�;[;\; Eqn; ;;90 ; d0i where 90x(C)=#(f9x()j 2 Cg) and d0x;y =#(dx;y).In the sequel, unless otherwise stated, all onstraint systems onsidered are over the same V andthus a ylindri onstraint system will be simply denotedhC;�;�;
; 1; 0;9; di. Let var(o) denote the set of the variables in the syntati objet o andlet FV () denote the set of free variables in a onstraint  2 C, that is, FV () = fx 2 var() j9y 2 V :  6= 9x(
 dx;y)g. Abbreviate projet out by 9fx1;:::;xng() = 9x1(: : : (9xn())) and projetonto by 9X() = 9FV ()nX(). Let d~x;~y = 
ni=1dxi;yi where ~x = hx1 : : : xni and ~y = hy1 : : : yni.If  2 C then let �~y~x() denote the onstraint obtained by replaing ~x with ~y, that is, �~y~x() =9~z(9~x(
 d~x;~z)
 d~z;~y) where var(~z) \ (FV () [ var(~x) [ var(~y)) = ;. Finally, if C � C then �~y~x(C)= f�~y~x() j  2 Cg.Example 3.3 Let X be a �nite subset of V . The groundness domain hEPosX ; j=;g;^; 1; 0i [23℄is a �nite lattie where EPosX = f0g [ f^F j F � X [ EXg, EX = fx , y j x; y 2 Xg andf1 g f2 = ^ff 2 EPosX j f1 j= f ^ f2 j= fg. EPosX is a ylindri onstraint system withdx;y = (x , y) and 9x(f) = f 0 ^ f 00 where f 0 = ^fy 2 Y j f j= yg, f 00 = ^fe 2 EY j f j= eg andY = X n fxg.Example 3.4 Let BoolX denote the Boolean funtions over X. The dependeny domain PosX[1℄ is de�ned by PosX = f0g [ ff 2 BoolX j ^X j= fg. Heneforth Y abbreviates ^Y . The lattiehPosX ; j=;_;^; 1; 0i is �nite and is a ylindri onstraint system with dx;y = (x, y) and Shr�oderelimination de�ning 9x(f) = f [x 7! 1℄ _ f [x 7! 0℄.3.3 Complete Heyting algebrasLet hL;v;ui be a lattie with x; y 2 L. The pseudo-omplement of x relatively to y, if it exists,is a unique element z 2 L suh that x u w v y i� w v z. L is relatively pseudo-ompleted i� the
13



pseudo-omplement of x relative to y, denoted x! y, exists for all x; y 2 L. If L is also ompletethen it is a omplete Heyting algebra (Ha). If x; y 2 L then x u (x ! y) = x u y. Furthermore,if hL;v;t;ui is a Ha then x ! y = tfw 2 L j x u w v yg. The intuition behind the pseudo-omplement of x relative to y is that it is the weakest element whose ombination (meet) with ximplies y. Interestingly pseudo-omplement an be interpreted as the adjoint of onjuntion. (Thereader is referred to [37℄ for further details on omplete Heyting algebras.) The following result[4℄[Chapter IX, Theorem 15℄ explains how a Ha depends on the additivity of meet.Theorem 3.1 A omplete lattie L is relatively pseudo-omplemented i� x u (tY ) = tfx u y jy 2 Y g for all x 2 L and Y � L.Example 3.5 Let fx; yg � X and f = (x , y). Then returning to EPosX of example 3.3,f ^ (gfx; yg) = f ^ (1) = f 6= (x ^ y) = gfx ^ y; x ^ yg = gff ^ x; f ^ yg. Hene, by theorem 3.1,EPosX is not a Ha. Now onsider PosX of example 3.4, and spei�ally let f 2 PosX andG � PosX . Sine ^ distributes over _, it follows that f u (tG) = tff u g j g 2 Gg, thus bytheorem 3.1, PosX is a Ha. Similarly, \ distributes over [, and thus it follows by theorem 3.1that }#(C) is also a Ha.3.4 Constraint logi programsLet � denote a (�nite) set of prediate symbols, let Atom denote the set of (at) atoms over �with distint arguments drawn from V , and let hC;�;�;
; 1; 0;9; di be a semi-ylindri onstraintsystem. The set of onstrained atoms is de�ned by BaseC = fp(~x) :-  j p(~x) 2 Atom ^  2 Cg.Let FV (p(~x) :- ) = var(~x) [ FV (). Entailment � lifts to BaseC by w1 � w2 i� 9~x(d~x;~x1 
 1) �9~x(d~x;~x2 
 2) where wi = p(~xi) :- i and var(~x) \ (FV (w1) [ FV (w2)) = ;. This pre-order de�nesthe equivalene relation w1 � w2 i� w1 � w2 and w2 � w1 to give a set of interpretations de�nedby IntC = }(BaseC=�). IntC is ordered by I1 v I2 i� for all [w1℄� 2 I1 there exists [w2℄� 2 I2suh that w1 � w2. Let � denote the indued equivalene relation I1 � I2 i� I1 v I2 and I2 v I1.hIntC=�;v;t;u;>;?i is a omplete lattie where [I1℄� t [I2℄� = [I1 [ I2℄�, [I1℄� u [I2℄� = [[fI jI v I1 ^ I v I2g℄�, > = [f[p(~x) :- 1℄� j p(~x) 2 Atomg℄� and ? = [;℄�.A onstraint logi program P over C is a �nite set of lauses w of the form w = h :- ; g whereh 2 Atom,  2 C, g 2 Goal and Goal = Atom?. The �xpoint semantis of P is de�ned in terms ofan immediate onsequenes operator FCP .De�nition 3.1 Given a onstraint logi program P over a semi-ylindri onstraint system C, theoperator FCP : IntC ! IntC is de�ned by:
FCP (I) = 8<:[p(~x) :- 0℄� ������ 9 p(~x) :- ; p1(~x1); : : : ; pn(~xn) 2 P :9 f[pi(~xi) :- i℄�gni=1 � I :0 = 

ni=19~xi(i)

9=;The operator FCP lifts to IntC=� by FCP ([I℄�) = [FCP (I)℄�. The lifting is monotoni and hene the�xpoint semantis for a program P over C exists and is denoted FC(P ) = lfp(FCP ). (The reader isreferred to [5, 25℄ for further details on semantis and onstraint logi programming.)The operational semantis of P is de�ned in terms of a transition system !P between statesof the form State = Goal � C. To de�ne the transition system, let FV (hg; i) = var(g) [ FV ()and FV (h :- ; g) = var(h) [ FV () [ var(g). To rename lauses with ' 2 Ren it is neessaryto rename onstraints with '. Thus de�ne '(h :- ; g) = '(h) :-�'(~x)~x (); '(g). To rename apartfrom a syntati objet o, let w �o P indiate that there exists w0 2 P and ' 2 Ren suh thatvar(od(')) \ FV (w0) = ;, '(w0) = w and FV (o) \ FV (w) = ;.14



De�nition 3.2 Given a onstraint logi program P over a semi-ylindri onstraint system C,!P� State2 is the least relation suh that:s = hp(~x); g; i !P hg0; g; 
 d~x;~x0 
 0iwhere p(~x0) :- 0; g0 �s P .The operational semantis is spei�ed by the transitive losure of the transition relation on (atomi)goals, that is, OC(P ) = [f[p(~x) :- ℄� j hp(~x); 1i !?P h�; ig℄�. The relationship between the opera-tional and �xpoint semantis is stated below.Theorem 3.2 OC(P ) = FC(P ).3.5 Abstrat semantis for onstraint logi programsTo apply abstration tehniques and �nitely haraterise FC(P ), and thereby OC(P ), the semi-ylindri domain C is replaed by the Ha }#(C) whih is partiularly amenable to approximationand bakward reasoning.If P is a onstraint logi program over C, then #(P ) = fh :- #(); g j h :- ; g 2 Pg. Furthermore,if I 2 IntC, then let #([I℄�) = [f[p(~x) :- #()℄� j [p(~x) :- ℄� 2 Ig℄�. Note the overloading on � andhene �. The � of [p(~x) :- ℄� is indued by hC;�i whereas the � of [p(~x) :- #()℄� is indued byh}#(C);�i. The following proposition details the relationship between FC and F}#(C).Proposition 3.1 #(FC(P )) v F}#(C)(#(P )).Let hC;�;�;
; 1; 0;9; di denote a ylindri onstraint system. If � 2 uo(C) then h�(C);�;
i isa omplete lattie. If � is additive, then h�(C);�;�;
i is a sub-lattie of hC;�;�;
i. More gener-ally, the join is denoted �0. Observe that �(C) has 1 and �(0) for top and bottom and 1�2��(1�2) = 1�02 for all 1; 2 2 �(C). A ylindri onstraint system is obtained by augmenting �(C) withylindri�ation 90x and diagonalisation d0x;y operators. To abstrat hC;�;�;
; 1; 0;9; di safely withh�(C);�;�0;
; 1; �(0);90; d0i, � is required to be a semi-morphism [19℄ whih additionally requiresthat �(9x()) � 90x(�()) for all  2 C and�(dx;y)� d0x;y for all x; y 2 V . In fat, these requirements turn out to be relatively weak ondi-tions: most abstrat domains ome equipped with (abstrat) operators to model projetion andparameter passing.Example 3.6 Consider the ylindri system h}#(Eqn);�;[;\; Eqn; ;;9; di derived from the semi-ylindri system introdued in example 3.1. Let Bool = BoolV and Pos = PosV . De�ne�Pos : }#(Eqn)! Pos by �Pos(C) = _f�(�) j � 2 mgu(E)^E 2 Cg and �(�) = ^fx, var(t) jx 7! t 2 �g.Also de�ne Pos : Pos ! }#(Eqn) by Pos(f) = [fC 2 }#(Eqn) j �Pos(C) j= fg and observe�Pos 2 uo(}#(Eqn)) where �Pos = Pos Æ �Pos. To onstrut a semi-morphism, put d0x;y =Pos(x , y) and 90x(C) = Pos(f [x 7! 1℄ _ f [x 7! 0℄) where f = �Pos(C). Then �Pos(dx;y) � d0x;yand �Pos(9x(C)) � 90x(�Pos(C)) for all C 2 }#(Eqn). Note that C1 \ C2 = Pos(f1 ^ f2) andC1 �0 C2 = Pos(f1 _ f2) where Ci = Pos(fi). Surprisingly C1 �0 C2 6= C1 [ C2 [16℄, aswitnessed by C1 = Pos(x) and C2 = Pos(x , y) sine fy = f(x; z)g 62 C1 [ C2 whereas�Pos(fy = f(x; z)g) = y , (x ^ z) j= x _ (x , y) so that fy = f(x; z)g 2 C1 �0 C2 =Pos(x _ (x , y)). Nevertheless, �Pos is a semi-morphism between h}#(Eqn);�;[;\; Eqn; ;;9; diand h�Pos(}#(Eqn));�;�0;\; Eqn; �Pos(;);90; d0i.
15



The operator � lifts to the omplete lattie IntC=� by �([I℄�) = [�(I)℄� where �(I) = f[p(~x) :- �()℄� j[p(~x) :- ℄� 2 Ig. Thus � 2 uo(IntC=�). It is also useful to lift � to programs by �(P ) = fh :- �(); g jh :- ; g 2 Pg. The following result relates the �xpoint semantis of P to that of its abstration�(P ).Theorem 3.3 Let C be a ylindri onstraint system. If � 2 uo(C) is a semi-morphism, then�(FC(P )) v Fod(�)(�(P )).Corollary 3.1 Let C be a semi-ylindri onstraint system. If � 2 uo(}#(C)) is a semi-morphism,then �(#(FC(P ))) v Fod(�)(�(#(P ))).
4 Constraint logi programs with assertionsWe onsider programs annotated with assertions [13℄. When onsidering the operational semantisof a onstraint logi program, it is natural to assoiate assertions with syntati elements of theprogram suh as prediates or the program points between body atoms. Without loss of generality,we deorate the nek of eah lause with a set of onstraints C that is interpreted as an assertion.When C is enountered, the store  is examined to determine whether  2 C (modulo renaming).If  2 C exeution proeeds normally, otherwise an error state, denoted �, is entered and exeutionhalts.To formalise this idea, let C be a semi-ylindri onstraint system and� 2 uo(}#(C)). The assertion language (in whatever syntati form it takes) is desribed by �.A lause of a onstraint logi program over C with assertions over od(�) then takes the formh :-C � ; g where h 2 Atom, C 2 od(�),  2 C, g 2 Goal and � separates the assertion fromthe body of the lause. Notie that C is an order-ideal and thus downward losed. (C an thusrepresent disjuntions of onstraints, but the semantis presented in this setion should not beonfused with a olleting semantis.) Note also that program transformation [32℄ an be used toexpress program point assertions in terms of our assertion language. To speify the behaviour ofprograms with assertions, let State� = State [ f�g, and let CLP(P ) = fh :- ; g j h :-C � ; g 2 Pg.The following de�nition details how the operational semantis for the assertion language is realisedin terms of projetion, renaming and a test for inlusion.De�nition 4.1 Given a onstraint logi program P over a semi-ylindri onstraint system C withassertions over �(}#(C)), )P� State� State� is the least relation suh that:

s = hp(~x); g; i )P 8<: � if p(~x0) :-C 0 � 0; g0 2 P^ �~x0~x (9~x()) 62 C 0hg0; g; 
 d~x;~x0 
 0i else if p(~x0) :- 0; g0 �s CLP(P )Reall that p(~x0) :- 0; g0 �s CLP(P ) ensures that the lause p(~x0) :- 0; g0 does not share any variableswith s. The operational semantis of P is then de�ned in terms of )?P as A�;C(P ) = [f[p(~x) :- ℄� jhp(~x); 1i )?P h�; ig℄�. The relationship between two operational semantis is stated in the following(trivial) result.Proposition 4.1 A�;C(P ) v OC(CLP(P ))Assertions are often used as interfae between behaviour that is amenable to formalisation, forexample as an operational semantis, and behaviour that is less tratable, for example, the semantisof a builtin [33℄. More to the point, it is not always possible to infer the behaviour of a builtin16



from its de�nition, partly beause builtins are often ompliated and partly beause builtins areoften expressed in a language suh as C. Our work requires assertions for eah builtin in order tospeify: its alling onvention (for example, whih arguments are required to be ground) and itssuess behaviour (for example, whih arguments are grounded).
5 Bakward �xpoint semantis for onstraint logi programs withassertionsLet P be a onstraint logi program over the semi-ylindri onstraint system C with assertionsover �(}#(C)). One natural and interesting question is whether the error state � is reahable (oronversely not reahable) in P from an initial state hp(~x); i. For a given onstraint logi program Pwith assertions, the bakward �xpoint semantis presented in this setion infers a (possibly empty)set of  2 C for whih hp(~x); i 6)?P �. The semantis formalises the informal bakward analysisskethed in setion 2.For generality, the semantis is parameterised by C and �. The orretness argument requires� to be a semi-morphism between h}#(C);�;[;\; C; ;;9; di and h�(}#(C));�;�0;\; C; �(;);90; d0i.Additionally, �(}#(C)) must be a Ha, that is, it must possess a pseudo-omplement !0. Toexplain, how pseudo-omplement aids bakward analysis onsider the problem of inferring  2 Cfor whih hg; i 6)?P � where g = p1(~x1); : : : ; pn(~xn). Suppose fi 2 �(}#(C)) desribes the suesspattern for pi(~xi), that is, if hpi(~xi); 1i !?P h�; i then  2 fi. Moreover, suppose di 2 �(}#(C))approximates the initial all pattern for pi(~xi), that is, if  2 di then hpi(~xi); i 6)?P �. Observethat hpn�1(~xn�1); pn(~xn); i 6)?P � if  2 dn�1 \ e and e \ (dn�1 \ fn�1) � dn. This follows sinehpn�1(~xn�1); i 6)?P � beause  2 dn�1 \ e � dn�1. Moreover, if hpn�1(~xn�1); pn(~xn); i )?Phpn(~xn); 0i then 0 2 (dn�1 \ e) \ fn�1 � dn and thus hpn(~xn); 0i 6)?P �. Putting e = �(;)ensures e \ (dn�1 \ fn�1) � dn and thereby ahieves orretness. However, for preision, dn�1 \ eshould be maximised. Sine �(}#(C)) is a Ha, this redues to assigning e = �0fe0 2 �(}#(C)) je0 \ (dn�1 \ fn�1) � dng = (dn�1 \ fn�1)!0 dn. In general, without pseudo-omplement, there isno unique best e that maximises preision (see example 5.1). The onstrution is generalised forg = p1(~x1); : : : ; pn(~xn), by putting en = C and ei = di \ ((di \ fi) !0 ei+1) = di \ (fi !0 ei+1) for1 � i < n. Then hg; i 6)?P � if  2 e1 as required. This iterated appliation of !0 to propagaterequirements right-to-left is the very essene of the bakward analysis.Example 5.1 Returning to examples 3.2{3.5, let �EPos(C) = gf�(�) j � 2 mgu(E) ^ E 2Cg, EPos(f) = [fC 2 }#(Eqn) j �EPos(C) j= fg and �EPos = EPos Æ �EPos. Note thatC1 \ C2 = EPos(f1 ^ f2) and C1 �0 C2 = EPos(f1 g f2) where Ci = EPos(fi). By de�n-ing 90 and d0 in an analogous way to example 3.5, a semi-morphism �EPos is onstruted be-tween h}#(Eqn);�;[;\; Eqn; ;;9; di and h�EPos(}#(Eqn));�;�0;\; Eqn; �EPos(;);90; d0i. Reallthat �EPos(}#(Eqn)) is not a Ha. Now onsider the problem of inferring an initial  for hpn�1(~xn�1); pn(~xn); iwithin �EPos(}#(Eqn)). In partiular let dn�1 = EPos(1), fn�1 = EPos(x, y) and dn =EPos(x ^ y). Then ej \ (dn�1 \ fn�1) � dn for e1 = EPos(x) and e2 = EPos(y) but (e1 �0e2) \ (dn�1 \ fn�1) = EPos((x g y) ^ 1 ^ (x , y)) = EPos(x , y) 6� EPos(x ^ y) = dn. Thusthere is no unique e maximising preision.Example 5.2 Identity �id = �x:x is the trivial semi-morphism between h}#(C);�;[;\; C; ;;9; diand h}#(C);�;[;\; C; ;;9; di where the pseudo-omplement is given by C1 !0 C2 = f 2 C j80 �  : 0 2 C1 ) 0 2 C2g [4℄.
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Example 5.3 Reall that �Pos is a semi-morphism between h}#(Eqn);�;[;\; Eqn; ;;9; di andh�Pos(}#(Eqn));�;�0;\; Eqn; �Pos(;);90; d0i. Although �0 6= [, �Pos(}#(Eqn)) is a sub-Ha of}#(Eqn) with respet to \ and !0 [35℄. Moreover, pseudo-omplement (intuitionisti impliation)!0 oinides with lassi impliation ) in the sense that C1 !0 C2 = Pos(f1 ) f2) whereCi = Pos(fi). This follows sine V j= f2 j= (:f1) _ f2 and thus f1 ) f2 2 Pos. Moreover,f1 ^ f j= f2 i� j= (f1 ^ f)) f2 i� j= f ) (:f1)_ f2 i� f j= (:f1)_ f2. Hene C1 !0 C2 = �0fC 2�Pos(}#(Eqn)) j C1 \ C � C2g = Pos(f1 ) f2). Thus !0 is �nitely omputable for �Pos. Finallynote that : and _ are de�ned on Bool rather than Pos sine :f 62 Pos i� f 2 Pos.Example 5.4 Now onsider the problem of inferring an initial  for hpn�1(~xn�1); pn(~xn); i within�Pos(}#(Eqn)). Analogous to example 5.1, let dn�1 = Pos(1), fn�1 = Pos(x, y) and dn =Pos(x^y). Then ej \ (dn�1\fn�1) � dn for e1 = Pos(x) and e2 = Pos(y) and (e1�0 e2)\ (dn�1\fn�1) = Pos((x _ y) ^ 1 ^ (x , y)) = Pos(x ^ y) = dn. Thus there is a unique e maximisingpreision.Sine h�(}#(C));�;�0;\; C; �(;);90; d0i is a ylindri onstraint system, it follows that e � 90x(e)for all e 2 �(}#(C)). A onsequene of e � 90x(e) is that projetion approximates from above. Ap-proximation from above, however, is not entirely appropriate for bakward analysis. In partiular,observe that if hg; i 6)?P � for all  2 e, then it does not neessarily follow that hg; i 6)?P � forall  2 90x(e). What is required is a dual notion of projetion, say denoted 80, that approximatesfrom below. Then hg; i 6)?P � for all  2 80x(e). Although 80 is an abstrat operator, the oneptis de�ned for an arbitrary ylindri onstraint system for generality.De�nition 5.1 If hC;�;�;
; 1; 0;9; di is a ylindri onstraint system and x 2 V then 8x : C ! Cis a monotoni operator suh that: 9x(8x())�  and � 8x(9x()) for all  2 C.Reall that 9x is monotoni and thus � is the lower adjoint of  and  is the upper adjoint of �.More exatly, it follows that 8x an be automatially onstruted from 9x by 8x() = �f0 2 C j9x(0)� g. Observe that this ensures that 8x is the most preise projetion operator from below.For suintness, de�ne 8fx1;:::;xng() = 8x1(: : : (8xn())) and 8X() = 8FV ()nX().Example 5.5 For �id, let 80x(C) = #(f 2 C j 9x() = g).Example 5.6 For �Pos, let 80x(C) = Pos(f 0) if f 0 2 Pos otherwise 80x(C) = Pos(0) where C =Pos(f) and f 0 = f [x 7! 0℄^f [x 7! 1℄. Observe that 9x(f)[x 7! 0℄^9x(f)[x 7! 1℄ = 9x(f) and heneC � 90x(C) = 80x(90x(C)) as required. Moreover, if 80x(C) = Pos(0) then 90x(80x(C)) = Pos(0) � C.Otherwise 9x(f [x 7! 0℄ ^ f [x 7! 1℄) = f [x 7! 0℄ ^ f [x 7! 1℄ j= f . Thus 90x(80x(C)) � C as required.Finally, note that 80x is �nitely omputable for �Pos. For example if Ci = Pos(fi), f1 = (x ( y),f2 = (x ^ y) and f3 = (x _ y), then 80x(Ci) = Pos(f 0i) where f 01 = 0, f 02 = 0 and f 03 = y.Bakward analysis an now be formalised as follows.De�nition 5.2 Given a onstraint logi program P over a semi-ylindri onstraint system C withassertions over �(}#(C)), the operator D�;CP : Intod(�) ! Intod(�) is de�ned by:
D�;CP (D) =[

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:E
������������
8 [p(~x) :- e℄� 2 E :8 p(~x) :-C � ; p1(~x1); : : : ; pn(~xn) 2 P :9 f[pi(~xi) :- fi℄�gni=1 � F :9 f[pi(~xi) :- di℄�gni=1 � D :en+1 = C ^ ei = di \ (fi !0 ei+1) ^e � 80~x(e0) ^ e0 = C \ (�(#())!0 e1)

9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
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where [F ℄� = Fod(�)(�(#(CLP(P )))).Sine D is parameterised by � and C it an interpreted as a bakward analysis framework. Drequires F , the suess patterns of the program obtained by disarding the assertions, to be pre-omputed. D onsiders eah lause in the program in turn and alulates those states whih ensurethat the lause (and those it alls) will not violate an assertion. An abstration whih haraterisesthese states is alulated by propagating requirements, represented as abstrations, right-to-leftby repeated appliation of pseudo-omplement. Projetion from below then omputes those stateswhih, when restrited to the head variables, still ensure that no error arises in the lause (andthose it alls). Repeated appliation of D yields a dereasing sequene of interpretations.The operator D�;CP lifts to Intod(�)= � by D�;CP ([D℄�) = [D�;CP (D)℄�. Sinehod(�);v;t;ui is a omplete lattie, D�;CP will possess a gfp if D�;CP is monotoni. The existeneof gfp(D�;CP ) is guaranteed by the following result sine o-ontinuity implies monotoniity.Proposition 5.1 D�;CP : Intod(�)=� ! Intod(�)=� is o-ontinuous.Sine gfp(D�;CP ) exists, a bakward �xpoint semantis an be de�nedD�;C(P ) = gfp(D�;CP ) and omputed by lower Kleene iteration. To establish a onnetion betweenD�;C(P ) and the operational semantis of P , it is useful to annotate the goals of a state withtheir depth in the omputation tree. To formalise this idea )P is lifted to the annotated statesConf� = Conf [ f�g where Conf = Goal � C � N ? to obtain the transition system VP .De�nition 5.3 Given a onstraint logi program with assertions P over a semi-ylindri onstraintsystem C, VP� Conf � Conf� is the least relation suh that:
hp(~x); g; ;n � hiVP � � if hp(~x); g; i )P �hg0; g; 0; (n + 1)jg0j � hi if hp(~x); g; i )P hg0; g; 0iThe sequene (n+ 1)jg0j denotes jg0j onatenations of n+ 1. The following result relates the depthof the goals of the annotated states to the iterates obtained by lower Kleene iteration. Informally,it says that if a onstrained atom p(~x) :- e ours in the interpretation obtained by applying Dk times, and e haraterises an initial state (in a ertain sense), and the depth of the goals in aderivation starting at the initial state does not exeed k, then the derivation will not violate anassertion. The main safety theorem ows out of this result.Lemma 5.1 Let hp(~y); 00; 1i = s1 V?P sn VP �, si = hgi; i;hii and (D�;CP )k(>) = [Dk℄�.If max(fmax(hi) j 1 � i � ng) � k and [p(~y) :- e℄� 2 Dk then 9~y(00) 62 9~y(e).Theorem 5.1 If D�;C(P ) = [D℄�, [p(~y) :- e℄� 2 D and  2 9~y(e) then hp(~y); i 6)?P �.

6 Experimental evaluationIn order to evaluate the usefulness of the analysis framework presented in setion 5, a bakward Posanalyser has been onstruted for inferring alling modes. The �xpoint omponent of the analyseris oded in SICStus Prolog 3.8.3. The domain operations are oded in C and are essentially thebinary deision diagram (BDD) routines written by Armstrong and Shahte [1℄. The analysertakes, as input, a program written in a delarative subset of ISO Prolog. It outputs a mode foreah program prediate. The safety result of theorem 5.1 ensures that if a all to a prediate is at19



builtin required mode suess modet1 == t2, t1 n== t2, t1 �< t2,t1 �> t2, t1 �=< t2, t1 �>= t2,t1 n= t2, !, ompound(t1), display(t1),listing, listing(t1), nl, nonvar(t1),print(t1), portray lause(t1), read(t1),repeat, true, var(t1), write(t1),writeq(t1)

true true

atom(t1), atomi(t1),ompare(t1; t2; t3), oat(t1),ground(t1), integer(t1), number(t1) true f1
length(t1; t2) true f2statistis(t1; t2) true g1abort, fail, false true falsekeysort(t1; t2), sort(t1; t2) f1 g2tab(t1), put(t1) f1 f1t1 is t2 f2 g1t1 =:= t2, t1 =n= t2, t1 < t2, t1 > t2,t1 =< t2, t1 >= t2 g1 g1arg(t1, t2, t3) g1 g3name(t1; t2) g4 g1t1 =.. t2 g4 g2funtor(t1; t2; t3) g5 g6Table 1: Abstrating builtins where fi = ^var(ti), g1 = f1 ^ f2, g2 = f1 , f2, g3 = f1 ^ (f2 ) f3),g4 = f1 _ f2, g5 = f1 _ (f2 ^ f3) and g6 = f2 ^ f3.
least as instantiated as the inferred mode, then the all will not violate an instantiation requirement.Modes are expressed as grounding dependenies [1℄.The implementation follows the framework de�ned in setion 5 very losely. The analyser wasstraightforward to implement as it is essentially two bottom-up �xpoint omputations: one for Fand the other for D. The only subtlety is in handling the builtins. For eah builtin, it is neessaryto selet a grounding dependeny that is suÆient for avoiding an instantiation error. This is anlower approximation (the required mode of table 1). It is also neessary to speify behaviour onsuess. This is an upper-approximation (the suess mode of table 1). The lower approximationsare the assertions that are added to Prolog program to obtain a onstraint logi program withassertions.Interestingly, the suess mode does not always entail the required mode. Univ (=..) illustratesthis. A suÆient but not neessary ondition for univ not to error is that either the �rst or seondargument is ground. This annot be weakened in Pos (but ould be weakened in a type dependenydomain [7℄ that expressed rigid lists). The suess mode is that the �rst argument is ground i� theseond argument is ground (whih does not entail the required mode). Note too that keysort andsort error if their �rst argument is free. A suÆient mode for expressing this requirement is thatthe �rst argument is ground. Again, this requirement annot be weakened in Pos.The analyser has been applied to some standard Prolog benhmarks whih an be found athttp://www.oakland.edu/~l2lu/benhmarks-BG.zip. The results of the analysis, that is, the allingmodes for the prediates in the smaller benhmarks, are given in table 2. The results, though
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surprising in some ases (see sort of permSort and insert of treesort for example) have been veri�edby hand and appear to be optimal for Pos. The analysis, of ourse, an be applied to larger programs(though it beomes very diÆult to verify the results by hand) and table 3 demonstrates that theanalysis sales smoothly to medium-sale programs at least. The table lists the larger benhmarks(whih possibly inlude some unreahable ode) in terms of inreasing size measured by the totalnumber of atoms in the soure. The abs olumn reords the time in milliseonds required to read,parse and normalise the soure into the ground program representation used by the analyser; lfp isthe time needed to ompute the �xpoint haraterising the suess modes; gfp is the time neededto ompute the alling modes; and �nally sum is the total analysis time. This inludes the (usuallynegligible) overhead of annotating the soure with the modes required by builtins. Timings wereperformed on a Dell GX200 1GHz PC with 128 MB memory running Windows 2000. The timingssuggest that the analysis is pratial at least for medium-sale programs (though the running timefor BDDs an be sensitive to the partiular dependenies that arise). Moreover, with a state-of-the-art GER fatorised BDD pakage [2℄ the analysis would be faster. Interestingly, the time toompute the lfp often dominates the whole analysis. BDD widening will be required to analysevery large appliations but this is a study within itself [23℄.
7 Related workOur work was motivated by the reent revival of interest in logi programming with assertions[6, 32℄. For example, [33℄ argues that it is useful to trap an unexpeted all to a prediate withan assertion otherwise a program may error at a point that is far from the soure of the problem.Moreover, [32℄ observe that prediates are normally written with an expetation on the initialalling pattern, and hene provide an entry assertion to make the, moding say, of the top-levelqueries expliit. Our work shows how entry assertions an be automatially synthesised whihensure that instantiation errors do not our while exeuting the program.The most losely related work onerns the demand analysis of p [11, 15℄. A demand analysisfor the p language Janus [34℄ is proposed in [11℄ whih determines whether or not a prediateis uni-modal. A prediate is uni-modal i� the argument tuple for eah lause share the sameminimal pattern of instantiation neessary for redution. The demand analysis of a prediate simplytraverses the head and guard of eah lause to determine the extent to whih arguments have tobe instantiated. Body atoms need not be onsidered so the analysis does not involve a �xpointomputation. A related paper [12℄ presents a goal-dependent (forward) analysis that detets thosep prediates whih an be sheduled left-to-right without deadlok. If assertions are used toapproximate synhronisation, then the analysis desribed in this paper an be re-interpreted as abakward suspension analysis of p under left-to-right sheduling.When reasoning about module interation it an be advantageous to reverse the traditionaldedutive approah to abstrat interpretation that is based on the abstrat unfolding of abstratgoals. In partiular [18℄ shows how abdution and abstration an be ombined to ompute thoseproperties that one module must satisfy to ensure that its omposition with another ful�ls ertainrequirements. Abdutive analysis an, for example, determine how an optimisation in one moduledepends on a prediate de�ned in another module. Abdutive analysis is related to the bakwardanalysis presented in this paper sine abdution is the inverse image of a forward semantis whereaspseudo-omplement is the inverse image of onjuntion { the basi omputational step in forward(and bakward) semantis.The termination inferene engine of [17℄ deomposes the TI analyser of [29℄ into two om-ponents: a termination heker [8℄ and the bakward analysis desribed in this paper. First, the
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benhmark prediate modebubblesort sort(x1; x2) x1ordered(x1) x1append(x1; x2; x3) truednf go truednf(x1; x2) truenorm(x1; x2) trueliteral(x1) trueheapify greater(x1; x2) x1 ^ x2adjust(x1; x2; x3; x4) 0� (x1 ^ x4) _(x1 ^ x2 ^ x3) _(:x2 ^ :x3 ^ x4)
1Aheapify(x1; x2) x1permSort selet(x1; x2; x3) trueordered(x1) x1permutation(x1; x2) truesort(x1; x2) x1 _ x2queens noattak(x1; x2; x3) x1 ^ x2 ^ x3safe(x1) x1delete(x1; x2; x3) trueperm(x1; x2) truequeens(x1; x2) x1 _ x2quiksort append(x1; x2; x3) trueqsort(x1; x2) x1partition(x1; x2; x3; x4) x2 ^ (x1 _ (x3 ^ x4))treeorder member(x1; x2) trueselet(x1; x2; x3) truesplit(x1; x2; x3; x4) truesplit(x1; : : : ; x7) truevisits2tree(x1; x2; x3) truev2t(x1; x2; x3) truetreesort tree to list aux(x1; x2; x3) truetree to list(x1; x2) truelist to tree(x1; x2) x1insert list(x1; x2; x3) x1 ^ x2insert(x1; x2; x3) x1 ^ (x2 _ x3)treesort(x1; x2) x1Table 2: Preision of the Mode Analysis (small benhmarks)
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�le size abs lfpgfpsum �le size abs lfp gfp sumastar 100 10 10 0 20 titatoe 258 20 10 10 40�t 104 20 0 10 30 jons2 261 20 10 0 30knight 105 10 0 0 10 kalah 269 30 10 20 60browse wam 106 10 0 0 10 draw 289 70 91 40 201al wam 108 10 10 0 20 s r 311 40 20 10 70life 110 10 10 10 30 reduer 320 40 30 0 70rypt wam 113 10 0 0 10 sdda 336 20 21 0 41ry mult 118 10 10 10 30 bryant 349 30 120 21 171browse 125 10 10 0 20 ga 363 50 30 20 100bid 128 10 10 0 20 neural 378 30 10 0 40disj r 148 30 0 10 40 press 381 30 20 0 50onsultant 151 20 0 10 30 peep 414 50 20 10 80nDP 156 10 10 0 20 nbody 421 40 20 20 80tsp 162 30 20 10 60 eliza 432 50 20 0 70elex sanner 165 20 10 0 30 read 434 40 20 10 70robot 165 10 10 0 20simple analyzer 512 90 701 20 811sorts 172 0 10 10 20 ann 547 50 30 10 90s2 175 30 10 10 50 di�simpsv 681 61 100 0 161s 175 10141 0 151 arh1 692 50 40 10 100bp0-6 201 20 10 0 30 asm 800 60 40 30 130bnet 205 20 20 0 40 poker 962 81 70 10 161jons 222 40 0 10 50 pentomino 981 50 40 80 170mathlib 226 10 10 0 20 hat 1037 411142210822915intervals 230 20 10 10 40 sim v5-2 1308 80 70 0 150barnes hut 240 40 30 40 110 semigroup 2328 180 90 60 350Table 3: Speed of the Mode Analysis (medium-sale benhmarks)
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termination inferene engine omputes a set of binary lauses whih desribe possible loops in theprogram with size relations. Seond, a Boolean funtion is inferred for eah prediate that de-sribes moding onditions suÆient for eah loop to only be exeuted a �nite number of times.Third, the bakward analysis desribed in this paper is applied to infer initial modes by alulatinga greatest �xpoint whih guarantee that the moding onditions hold and thereby assure termina-tion. Interestingly, the TI analyser involves a �-alulus solver to ompute the greatest �xpointof an equivalent (though more omplex) system of equations. This seems to suggest that greatest�xpoints are important in bakward analysis.Cousot and Cousot [10℄ explain how a bakward olleting semantis an be deployed to preiselyharaterise states that arise in �nite SLD-derivations. First, they present a forward olletingsemantis that reords the desendant states that arise from a set of initial states. Seond, theypresent a dual (bakward) olleting semantis that reords those states whih our as asendantstates of the �nal states. By ombining both semantis, they haraterise the set of desendantstates of the initial states whih are also asendant states of the �nal states of the transition system.This use of bakward analysis is primarily as a devie to improve the preision of a lassi goal-dependent analysis. Our work is more radial in the sense that it shows how a bottom-up analysisperformed in a bakward fashion, an be used to haraterise initial queries. Moreover it is usedfor lower approximation rather than upper approximation.Mazur, Janssens and Bruynooghe [28℄ present a kind of ad ho bakward analysis to derivereuse onditions from a goal-independent reuse analysis for Merury [36℄. The analysis propagatesreuse information from a point where a struture is deomposed in a lause to the point wherethe lause is invoked in its parent lause. This is similar in spirit to how demand is passed froma allee to a aller in the bakward analysis desribed in this paper. However, the reuse analysisdoes not propagate information right-to-left aross a lause using pseudo-omplement, and so oneinteresting topi for future work will to be relate these two analyses. Another matter for futurework, will be to investigate the extent to whih our bakward mode analysis an be reonstrutedby inverting abstrat funtions [24℄.
8 ConlusionWe have shown how abstrat interpretation, and spei�ally a bakward analysis, an infer modingproperties whih if satis�ed by the initial query, ome with the guarantee that the program andquery annot generate instantiation errors. Bakward analysis has other appliations in terminationinferene and also in inferring queries for whih the builtins alled from within the program behavepreditably in the presene of rational trees. The analysis is omposed of two bottom-up �xpointalulations, a lfp and a gfp, both of whih are straightforward to implement. The lfp haraterisessuess patterns. The gfp, uses these suess patterns to infer safe initial alling patterns. It prop-agates moding requirements right-to-left, against the ontrol-ow, using the pseudo-omplementoperator. This operator �ts with bakward analysis sine it enables moding requirements to beminimised (maximally weakened) in right-to-left propagation. This operator, however, requiresthat the omputational domain be losed under Heyting ompletion (or equivalently ondense).This requirement seems reasonable beause disjuntive dependenies our frequently in right-to-left propagation and therefore signi�ant preision would be lost if the requirement were relaxed.Experimental evaluation has demonstrated that the analysis is pratial in the sense that it aninfer alling modes for medium-saled programs. Finally, our work adds weight to the belief thatondensing is an important property in the analysis of logi programs.
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A Proof appendixProof A.1 (Proof for proposition 3.1) Proof by indution. Let I0 = ;, I 00 = ;, Ik+1 =FCP (Ik) and I 0k+1 = F}#(C)#(P ) (I 0k). To show #(Ik) v I 0k sine then it follows that #(lfp(FCP )) =#(tk2N Ik) v tk2N #(Ik) v tk2N I 0k = lfp(F}#(C)#(P ) ). The base ase is trivial so suppose #(Ik) v I 0k.Let [p(~x) :- 0℄� 2 Ik+1. Then there exists p(~x) :- ; p1(~x1); : : : ; pn(~xn) 2 P andf[pi(~xi) :- i℄�gni=1 � Ik suh that 0 =  
 
ni=19~xi(i). Observe that #(0) �#() \ \ni=1#(9~xi(i))� #() \ \ni=19~xi(#(i)). But by the indutive hypothesis, there exist f[pi(~xi) :- 0i℄�gni=1 � I 0ksuh that #(i) � 0i. Hene [p(~x) :- 00℄� 2 I 0k+1 suh that #(0) � 00 so that Ik+1 v I 0k+1 and theresult follows.Proof A.2 (Proof for theorem 3.3) The proof tati is analogous to that used for proposi-tion 3.1.Proof A.3 (Proof for orollary 3.1) Let C be a semi-ylindri onstraint system and � 2 uo(}#(C))be a semi-morphism. By proposition 3.1 it follows that #(FC(P )) v F}#(C)(#(P )) and hene�(#(FC(P ))) v �(F}#(C)(#(P ))) and by theorem 3.3 �(F}#(C)(#(P ))) v Fod(�)(�(#(P ))) and so theresult follows.Proof A.4 (Proof for proposition 5.1) Let Dn+1 v Dn for all n 2 N . Put En = [fDl j l � ngand E = \fEn j n 2 N g. Sine Dn+1 v Dn observe that En � Dn for all n 2 N and heneD�;CP (uf[Dn℄� j n 2 N g) = D�;CP (uf[En℄� j n 2 N g) = D�;CP ([E℄�) = [D�;CP (E)℄� = [\fD�;CP (En) jn 2 N g℄� = uf[D�;CP (En)℄� j n 2 N g = ufD�;CP ([En℄�) j n 2 N g = ufD�;CP ([Dn℄�) j n 2 N g.Proof A.5 (Proof for lemma 5.1) Proof by (double) indution. Let hp(~y); 00; 1i = s1 V?Psn VP �, si = hgi; i;hii and suppose (D�;CP )k(>) = [Dk℄�. The outer indution is on k.base ase: Suppose max(fmax(hi) j 1 � i � ng) � 1 and [p(~y) :- e℄� 2 D1. Thus s1 VP � so thats1 )P � and hene there exists p(~x0) :-C 0 � 0; g0 2 P suh that �~x0~y (9~y(00)) 62 C 0. Then[p(~x0) :- e0℄� 2 D1 where 9~z(d~z;~y 
 e) = 9~z(d~z;~x0 
 e0) and var(~z) \ (var(~y) [ FV (e)[ var(~x0) [FV (e0)) = ;. Observe that e0 � 8~x0(C 0) and thus �~x0~y (9~y(e)) = 9~x0(e0) � 9~x0(8~x0(C 0)) =8~x0(C 0) � C 0. Hene �~x0~y (9~y(00)) 62 �~x0~y (9~y(e)) so that 9~y(00) 62 9~y(e) as required.indutive ase: Suppose k = max(fmax(hi) j 1 � i � ng) > 1 and [p(~y) :- e℄� 2 Dk. Suppose, forthe sake of a ontradition, that 9~y(00) 2 9~y(e). Sine k > 1 there exists w = p(~x) :-C �; p1(~x1); : : : ; pl(~xl) 2 P , ' 2 Ren suh that '(CLP(w)) = p(~x0) :- 0; p1(~x01); : : : ; pl(~x0l) �s1CLP(P ) and s2 = hp1(~x01); : : : ; pl(~x0l); 01; 2li and 01 = 00 
 d~y;~x0 
 0. Suppose hp1(~x01); 01i )?Ph�; 02i, . . . , hpm(~x0m); 0mi )?P �. Without loss of generality assume FV (CLP(w))\FV (0i) =; for all i 2 [1;m℄. Let ~v = ~x � ~x1 � � � ~xl and ~v0 = ~x0 � ~x01 � � � ~x0l. Let g0i 2 C suh thathpi(~x0i); 1i !?P h�; g0ii and 0i+1 = 0i 
 g0i for all i 2 [1;m). For all i 2 [1;m), put gi = �~xi~x0i (g0i).Put 1 = �~v~v0(01) and for all i 2 [2;m℄, put i = �~xi~x0i (0i). Then i+1 = i 
 gi for all i 2 [1;m).Let OC(P ) = [F ℄�. By proposition 4.1, [pi(~xi) :- gi℄� = [pi(~x0i) :- g0i℄� 2 F for all i 2 [1;m). Bytheorem 3.2, OC(P ) = FC(P ) and by orollary 3.1, �(#(FC(P ))) v Fod(�)(�(#(P ))). Thus fori 2 [1;m) there exists [pi(~xi) :- fi℄� 2 F suh that �(#(gi)) � fi. Put fi = 0 for all i 2 [m; l℄to ensure [pi(~xi) :- fi℄� 2 F for all i 2 [m; l℄. Let [pi(~xi) :- di℄� 2 Dk for all i 2 [1; l℄. Finallyput en+1 = C, ei = di \ (fi !0 ei+1) for all i 2 [1; l℄ and e0 = C \ (�(#())!0 e1). The innerindution is on i and is used to show �(#(i)) � ei for all i 2 [1;m℄.28



base ase: Now 1 = �~v~v0(01) � �~x~y (9~y(00)) 2 C. Thus �(#(1)) � C. Furthermore, 1 =�~v~v0(01) � �~v~v0(0) = . Thus �(#(1)) � �(#()). Moreover, 1 � �~x~y (9~y(00)) 2 �~x~y (9~y(e)) �8~x(e0) � e0. Thus �(#(1)) � e0. However, e0 = C \ (�(#()) !0 e1). Thus �(#(1)) �C\(�(#())!0 e1) and �(#(1)) � �(#(1))\C\(�(#())!0 e1) = �(#(1))\(�(#())!0 e1)= �(#(1)) \ �(#()) \ (�(#())!0 e1) = �(#(1)) \ �(#()) \ e1 = �(#(1)) \ e1. Therefore�(#(1)) � e1 as required.indutive ase: Suppose �(#(i)) � '(ei). Now �(#(i+1)) = �(#(i 
 gi))� �(#(i)) \ �(#(gi)) � ei \ �(#(gi)) � ei \ �(#(gi)) � ei \ fi � (fi !0 ei+1) \ fi = ei+1.Therefore �(#(i+1)) � ei+1 as required.Thus �(#(m)) � em � dm so that m 2 dm. Let d0m = �~x0m~xm (9~xm(dm)) and observe that[pm(~x0m) :- d0m℄� = [pm(~xm) :- dm℄� 2 Dk. Put 00m = �~x0m~xm (9~xm(m)) so that 0m � 00m 2 d0m.By the indutive hypothesis hpm(~x0m); 0mi 6)?P � whih is a ontradition and hene 9~y(00) 629~y(e) as required.The result follows.Proof A.6 (Proof for theorem 5.1) Let D�;C(P ) = [D℄�, [p(~y) :- e℄� 2 D and 00 2 9~y(e). Thus9~y(00) 2 9~y(9~y(e)) = 9~y(e). Suppose, for the sake of a ontradition, that hp(~y); 00; 1i = s1 V?Psn VP � where si = hgi; i;hii. Let k = max(fmax(hi) j 1 � i � ng). Suppose (D�;CP )k(>) = [Dk℄�.Sine D v Dk and by lemma 5.1 there exists [p(~y) :- e0℄� 2 Dk suh that 9~y(00) 62 9~y(e0). Sine9~y(e) � 9~y(e0) it follows that 9~y(00) 62 9~y(e) whih is a ontradition. The result follows.
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